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INTRODUCTION 

A MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO

An evolving, inclusive and diverse culture at Boden is extremely 
important to us and is key to our long-term success.  We want to 

attract, develop and retain the most creative and brightest talents 
across all areas of our business, supporting our people to be the 

best they can be for our broad range of customers. 
 

We therefore welcome gender pay reporting as an opportunity to 
continue the important conversation that is broader than simply 
gender. We have a predominantly female team across all levels 

at Boden; and we are pleased that our part-time and flexible 
working practices support this. However, we want to aim higher 
and the gap we have, particularly within our senior leadership 

team, highlights we have more to do.  It is an area we have  
already started to address and improve over the last year.  

We will continue to build upon this going forward. 

Key to our success will be ensuring we support and develop 
our talent so that as our business grows and creates more 

opportunities for our people, everyone can benefit equally. We 
know that by continuing to work towards a strong, diverse and 

inclusive team, we will better achieve our vision of “bringing  
joy to our customers around the world, surprising and  

delighting them in all we do”.

We confirm that our data has been calculated according to the requirements  of 
The Equality Act 2010 (Gender Pay Gap Information) Regulations 2017



ALL ABOUT GENDER PAY

At Boden we aim to create a culture in which everyone is treated equally and 
has the same opportunities to develop their career.   We believe that greater 
diversity, inclusion and gender balance leads to a more rewarding and 
successful place to work. These gender pay reporting regulations give us the 
opportunity to share our record in this area and to reinforce our commitment 
to treating people fairly.

WHAT IS GENDER PAY REPORTING?

Gender pay reporting is a new requirement for organisations introduced by 
the UK government in 2017.  All organisations with 250 employees or more in 
England, Scotland or Wales are required to publish their pay gap between 
men and women.  It has been the law in the UK to pay men and women 
equally for doing work of equal value since the 1970 Equal Pay Act became 
law in 1971. Gender pay reporting takes gender equality further by creating 
greater transparency and encouraging a more balanced representation of 
men and women at all levels within organisations.  

GENDER PAY REPORTING AND EQUAL PAY.  
WHAT ’S THE DIFFERENCE? 

The gender pay reporting regulation is not to be confused with equal pay legislation.  Gender 
pay reporting looks at the pay gap of a combined workforce, no matter the role, to highlight to 
companies if they need to improve their policies to narrow the gap.  Equal pay looks to identify 
pay differentials where employees are carrying out the same or similar role, or work which is 
different but of equal value to the company.   

 



WHAT IS A GENDER PAY GAP AND  
HOW IS IT CALCULATED?

If all company employees were lined up in a female line and a male line, in order  
of pay from highest to lowest, the median gender pay gap compares the pay of the
female in the middle of their line and the pay of the middle man. Because different 
jobs pay differently and the number of men and women performing these jobs 
varies, a gender pay gap exists. The mean gender pay gap shows the difference 
in the average hourly rate of pay between men and women in a company. This is 
different from ‘equal pay’, which is the difference in pay between men and women 
who carry out the same or similar jobs.
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EXPLAINING OUR RESULTS 

OUR GENDER RATIO

Boden’s gender profile is 30% male and 70% female. This ratio is broadly replicated across all  
levels apart from in the lower quartile, where the female/male ratio is more balanced.

PAY – HOURLY RATE 

  MEDIAN - MIDDLE 14% HIGHER

14.5% LOWERMEAN - AVERAGE

Women’s hourly rate - higher or lower than men

PAY QUARTILES 

TOP QUARTILE

LOWER MIDDLE QUARTILE

67%
WOMEN

33%
MEN

23%
MEN

77%
WOMEN

72%
WOMEN

28%
MEN

42%
MEN

58%
WOMEN

UPPER MIDDLE QUARTILE

LOWER QUARTILE

Proportion of men and women in each quarter of Boden’s payroll



OUR BONUS PAY GAP

    WOMEN’S BONUS  
               PAY IS     

     WHO RECEIVED
         BONUS PAY

33.1%
LOWER

MEAN - AVERAGE

89%
MEN

83%
WOMEN

35.7%
LOWER

MEDIAN - MIDDLE

Our bonus gender pay gap is 35.7% based on the median and by the mean calculation is 33.1%. Despite 
this being significantly below the 2016 national mean of 57%, we recognise that the bonus gender pay 
gap is nonetheless significant and that we have more to do in this area. There are two reasons that 
contribute to this:

- A lack of females in the senior leadership team, highlighting the need to further encourage  
  and support females to progress their careers with Boden.

- Current reporting requirements mean that we cannot pro-rate the bonus amount for our part-  
  time employees to accurately reflect proportionately what they earn. As a result, our family friendly          
  approach isn’t reflected in these numbers and with 19% of female employees part-time, gives a less  
  meaningful comparison.   
 

OUR GENDER PAY GAP

Our gender pay gap is below the national average when looking at the mean calculation, which takes 
all salaries from the lowest to the highest and produces an average.  When looking at the gap through 
the median lens, which puts all salaries in numerical order and finds the middle salary, the gap is more 
favourable to females.  Our gender pay gap is caused mainly by a higher proportion of males at the 
executive level in April 2017.  However, these figures do not reflect the fact that during the last year 
we have increased our female representation within both the executive and broader senior leadership 
teams, which we hope will improve the results at the next snapshot date in April 2018.  

We are proud that we have a higher proportion of females to males overall, reflecting our customer 
profile.  However, at the senior levels the ratio needs to be more balanced. We believe a diverse 
workforce is good for our organisation, it means we have a balance of male and female role models  
and are more likely to make choices that include a variety of different points of view and result in better 
decisions for our people and our customers.



OUR COMMITMENTS 
FOR GREATER INCLUSION 
It is important that we work towards greater inclusion and we have plans this year that will  
specifically contribute to rebalancing our gender gap.  Our long-term commitment will be to build on  
these each year.    

1.   FLEXIBILITY

We believe that we have strong policies in place that support diversity and inclusion within Boden. We 
actively support people with flexible ways of working.  As well as this, our London-based people will 
later this year complete the move to our new London office.  With access to a laptop and agile working 
spaces, the office will encourage people to work smartly.  Our aim with such initiatives is, wherever 
possible, to provide our people with flexibility in how they work.   

2. ENHANCE CAPABILITY

A.   Promoting our policies 
We are continually evaluating our policies to ensure we are an increasingly inclusive business.  When 
it comes to having children, we provide maternity pay, paternity pay and shared parental leave to 
support employees financially, more than the legal minimum.  However, we find the biggest challenge 
for women is the apprehension they have in returning to work.  We will make improvements to our 
family friendly policies, supporting a smooth transition back into the workplace.  We will also continue 
to support return to work through keeping in touch days and phased returns, where appropriate.  

B.   Our training 
All our people have access to a new library of e-learning and other materials for continued professional 
development.  Our aim this year is to ensure it is being used to the fullest.  
 
We recognise we need to be more proactive in raising awareness and helping our people around the 
topics of inclusiveness and bias.  We will require all hiring managers to complete e-learning on these 
topics ahead of interviewing for vacancies.



     CAREER DEVELOPMENT  
         AND SUCCESSION PLANNING

At Boden we are proud of the practices we already have in place to encourage and facilitate ongoing 
learning and career development.  We also know we can do more to improve our internal recruitment 
process.  This year our aim is to take a fresh view of our existing practice. We will also put in place an 
action plan to ensure greater transparency of our vacancies; and secondly help people understand how 
to grow and develop their career at Boden to ensure we promote the best talent regardless of gender. 

The investment we are making to grow our business is significant. We will create many exciting 
opportunities to learn in new areas and grow careers, ensuring selection remains transparent and fair.
 

4.  SUPPORTING OUR WOMEN LEADERS

A.  Networking opportunities
We are proud to be members of Women in Advertising and Communications, London (WACL), an 
industry networking organisation that brings together the most senior female leaders in marketing and 
communications to provide inspiration to aspiring female talent.  A number of our women leaders benefit 
from mentoring sessions, attending their annual conference and other learning opportunities which all 
support women in achieving their potential.

B.  Inspiring women in retail
Jill Easterbrook, who was appointed chief executive in February 2017, has become an ambassador for 
Retail Week’s ‘Be Inspired’ Campaign. Its purpose is to improve the representation of women across all 
levels of the retail industry. 

  SUMMARY
In summary, we are confident that in understanding our gender pay gap and responding with some 
proactive and focused actions, we will ensure that Boden is a place where people know they can succeed 
and grow their careers.  We are pleased with some of the excellent work already taking place and are 
ambitious to take it even further. We want Boden to be a champion for diversity and inclusion and be a 
driver for change.
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